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This book offers both a theoretical exploration of the issues contained within 

sustainable development and global citizenship (SD/GC) education while also 

advancing a number of ideas and practical examples for teachers (in training or in 

practice) on the design of their curriculum or the challenge of assessment in this area. 

Although rooted in the UK the very nature of the topics under discussion mean it is by 

no means limited to a UK audience or UK classrooms.  While the writing style is 

scholarly it is also accessible. I enjoyed the way that research is blended with the 

experience of educators from around the world, with equal respect paid to empirical 

and experiential evidence. This feels like a book that could be of equal use to a teacher 

educator, a student teacher in the process of completing their training or an 

experienced practitioner. Whatever level or perspective you are coming from there is 

something in this book that will grab your attention and provoke reflection. 

There are seventeen chapters and they can be divided into three sections: values, 

curriculum and assessment. The first six chapters focus on values, exploring both the 

values education inherent to the teaching of topics such as sustainable development 

but also the ways in which those values interact with the values of the teacher, the 

school or society as a whole. Topics include the search for core values, engaging with 

a school’s ethos, unlearning the ‘charity’ mentality, decolonizing pedagogies, 

restorative practice and guiding children’s response to climate events. 

As an example of one of these chapters in more detail, the chapter “How do teachers 

engage with school values and ethos” by Alison Clark explores the lived experience 

of teachers in a UK-based catholic school with a well-defined set of core values. 

Among the findings presented in the chapter the one that struck me most was the 

suggestion that core values only hold relevance when they represent the shared 

values of a community and the way that members of the community relate to each 

other. This led me to reflect on the importance of any learning experience, whether it 

be in global citizenship or anything else, being reflected in the experience of the 

students; it must be more than just what they hear about in class, it needs to represent 

what it’s like to be in that class.  I also liked that the other main conclusion from this 
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chapter, suggesting that students would need a chance to be able to take meaningful 

action to express their values, chimed so well with the recommendations for 

participatory learning approaches put forward in the curriculum section of the book. 

The next six chapters focus on the curriculum design for SD and GC classes; on the 

incorporation of a variety methods and contexts, ranging from shared reflection and 

immersion to activist and participatory learning. Topics include the use of a teacher’s 

experiences, engaging in critical scholarship, teaching sustainability in Early 

Childhood, advocating participatory approaches, using imaginative encounters and a 

case study in Northern Italy.  

In another example of one of these chapters in more detail is the chapter on “Seeking 

to unsettle student teachers’ notions of the curriculum” by Helen Clarke and Sharon 

Witt. This chapter follows the efforts of the two authors as they take a group of 

undergraduate teacher trainees on a fieldwork outing to the countryside of Hampshire. 

This chapter reveals the power of imagination to break down barriers (between one 

subject and another or between the student and their environment) or to overcome 

them (allowing students to grapple with complex or large concepts that would 

otherwise overawe them). While the example was one of learning about the natural 

world through imaginative play/learning outdoors, it struck me how easily it could be 

applied to any context or topic. I also enjoyed how the authors encouraged the student 

teachers to learn through imagination themselves rather than relegating ‘the world of 

the imagination’ to be something only accessed by children. From my own experience 

I find that encouraging students to ‘play pretend’ or ‘use their imaginations’ is a central 

part of my own teaching no matter what the age of the students. 

The final five chapters look at the issue of assessment, both in terms of the 

assessment of the individual student but also how we assess the impact that SD and 

GC education can have. Topics include questioning the need to assess value, 

assessing SD and EC  (Early Childhood) education in Early Years, balancing the need 

for assessment against novel learning spaces, looking beyond the local in evaluating 

the impact of SD and EC education, evaluating the impact GC education young 

people’s attitudes.  

Overall, this book offers a wide selection of perspectives and insights on the complex 

issues facing any educator who wishes to tackle the subjects of sustainable 
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development or global citizenship. In the current environment, where a sense of crisis 

over climate change has led to students abandon their classroom for the street, this 

book feels very timely. This feeling only becomes stronger when we consider the rise 

of both populist and nativist movements who style themselves as anti-globalist and 

seek to tar the teaching of any kind of global citizenship as a threat to national identity. 

This book offers a response that recognizes the complexity and scale of the challenges 

but without being overwhelmed by them and offers a series of readings that are both 

inspirational but, in many places, very practical and relatable. Whether you are a 

teacher educator or teacher yourself, if you wish to engage with any element of either 

sustainable development or global citizenship education with your students then I 

would highly recommend this book to you. 

Dr Cathal O’Siochru, Liverpool Hope University 


